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Every pupil matters, every moment counts. 

Important dates 
Term Ends 1Oth February 2023

 HALF TERM

13th Feb 2023 to 17th Feb 2023

Term Starts

20th Feb 2023

Spring Term 1 February 2023



Messages from
the secondary

department

Assistant Headteacher 
Comment 

It has been pleasing to witness all 
of our pupils engaged and 

working hard across the 
curriculum. They are showing fine 

progress and a responsible 
attitude to their learning. Our 

GCSE pupils are busy preparing 
themselves for their forthcoming 

examinations and our upper 
school staff will continue to 

provide additional support, such 
as revision materials, careers 

guidance and booster sessions. 
As part of the department’s 

commitment to engage our pupils, 
we have reviewed our morning 

form sessions. Tutors are providing 
pupils with a timetabled range of 

activities each morning to 
stimulate learning and prepare 

pupils for the day ahead. It is vital 
our pupils arrive punctually at 

8.30am to fully benefit from these 
sessions and set themselves up for 

a successful day. 
 
 



 
 
 

 

The department is planning a number of 
educational visits to take place during the 
Spring Term 2 which link directly to their 

curriculum learning.  A list of trips is 
included below with many trips in Spring 

2 term aimed at KS4 pupils as they 
complete GCSE coursework 

requirements.
 
 
 

Spring 2 Trips 
22 Feb – Y10/11 Tate Art Gallery & Liverpool Museum 
3 March – Y11 Lark Lane urban environment field trip 

13 March – Y8 Williamson Tunnels  
24 March – Y10/11 St George’s Hall  
30 March – Y10/11 Hope University 

31 March – Y11 Southport Beach coastal environment field trip 
 



 

The secondary department has implemented 
a new initiative offering pupils leadership 

roles across the school. A number of pupils 
have been invited to act as Auckland 

ambassadors to offer guidance and support 
in areas such as wellbeing, sports leaders and 

buddies to new pupils – congratulations to 
those pupils chosen, who I am confident will 
serve as outstanding role models across the 

school. 
 

At Auckland College we value parental involvement, so please contact 
form tutors or subject teachers via Class Dojo with any questions, 

concerns or comments.

 Parental Involvement



Hello! 

I am Ms. Birch and I am delighted to return to

work at Auckland College. I initially worked here

from 2013 to 2016, before taking a huge leap

and moving to  Ascension Island, where I was a

Science Teacher for four years. Ascension Island

is located in the South Atlantic and due to the

long and difficult journey to get there, it is not

for everyone; but if you like 12 hours of sunlight a

day, lots of walking and fantastic scuba diving,

then it is an ideal spot.  I was able to explore

and experience so many wonderful things, so I

really enjoyed my time there, but I'm very glad to

back in the UK and able to teach back at

Auckland College again. 

 
 

Teacher Spotlight



Y7 – This term is one of my favourite Units of work - ‘El
Tiempo Libre’. It requires lots of actions to help to reinforce
the new vocabulary. We have also begun studying present
tense verbs which allows us to start talking about other
people’s interests. The picture of us in class below captures
us doing the action for ‘hace frío', can you guess what it
means?
Y8 have moved on to a new text book now which they were
all excited about. They have made an excellent start to the
new term and have been focusing on writing longer texts. 
Y9 have begun the ‘Instituto’ topic, all about school. They
have enjoyed telling me about their opinions on school
subjects and have just completed descriptions of their
school uniforms.  
Y10 have been learning about house and homes and, in
particular, ways to help the environment. They have worked
hard on recognising a new set of verbs in various forms and
are becoming much quicker at doing so. 
Y11 have been busy revising and completing their mock
exam for Spanish. 

 

Spanish
Miss Burke 



We have been concentrating, for the
most part, on energy and electricity
this term. 
We have learnt that energy is neither
created or destroyed, but held in
energy stores. 
One aspect of teaching science is to
bring out pupil misconceptions and
this we did with style when proving
that crisps do in fact store energy,
despite some pupils thinking they do
not. 
We carried out an experiment to test
this theory which involved us setting
light to them and we used the energy
given off to heat water. This was a
really fun experiment with lots of
scientific learning as well. 

Science
Ms Birch 



History 
Mr Davies / Miss Whitehouse 

 

We have been learning about the Tudors in Year 7. We have
investigated the different Tudor monarchs and how they made England
the place it is today. We have used our chronology skills to make a
timeline of the different monarchs; investigated how the Tudors even
came to be a royal family during the Battle of Bosworth, and how Henry
VIII changed England’s religion, with some of his changes still in place
today. We have worked hard to complete different activities during
lessons, such as storyboards, comprehension activities and note taking
in discussion. Shaun, Sam and Hashem were all very proud of their hard
work this term, which has paid off in their assessments.  
 
Our GCSE pupils have been studying The Making of America module of
the OCR Syllabus B specification. They have been examining the early
stages of American expansion to the West; the impact on the Plains and
causes leading up to the American Civil War. Pupils will continue
studying this module next term, and they will also make a visit to St
George’s Hall in the city centre for our study of a local historical site
module. 

 



English 
Mr Davies  

 

During the term pupils have enjoyed a range of topics: 
Year 7 pupils have developed their descriptive writing by exploring setting and
atmosphere, including creating their own characters and writing short ghost
stories. 
Year 8 pupils have been exploring the background of the playwright William
Shakespeare; we had great fun role-playing Shakespearean insults! 
Year 9 pupils have been developing their language skills with focus on
transactional writing such as letters, reports, magazine articles and travel writing.
Year 10 pupils have been revisiting the key scenes of the play Macbeth, with
focus on developing analytical skills; pupils have explored a range of resources
including online tutorials from actors. 
Year 11 pupils have been developing their language reading skills and explored a
variety of writing styles, whilst preparing for their GCSE examinations. 
 
 

Geography 
 Miss Whitehouse 

 

Year 9 has been looking at the world’s population.  We marked ‘8 billion Day’, where
our population hit 8 billion, with some celebratory activities and discussing the
positives and negatives of this event. We explored how the population is shown
using population pyramids and what their different shapes represent. Malek
demonstrated her understanding of this in cake form as a knowledge recall
homework. Another baker is Alfie, who baked his interpretation of China’s One Child
Policy, a policy that controls China’s booming population.  



Mathematics 
Mrs Savage 

 

 
Years 10 and 11 Business have been
learning about the importance of
quality to a business, customer
service, consumer law and why the
location of a business can be
important, including how this has
changed with the covid epidemic
enabling many businesses to adopt
home-working for their staff. 

Business 
 Mrs Savage/Miss Hodson 

 

This half term year 7 has started learning some new topics. These include
working out the gradient of a line and using Standard Form. We have also
done some work on ratios. 
Year 8 has been working mostly on Geometry topics. These include angles in
polygons, circumference and area of a circle plus constructions/loci. They
have also practised using Pythagoras’ Theorem. 
Year 9 has been focussing on Number and Algebra. This includes working on
simple and compound interest, compound measures plus solving linear
equations. 
Year 10 has been working on powers and roots and extending this into the
beginning of working with surds. They have also started the new topic of
vectors as well as revising the four transformations (reflection, rotation,
translation and enlargement). 
Year 11 has been working on filling the knowledge gaps highlighted in their
Mock exams. We have studied surds, angles in polygons, simple and compound
interest, index notation, standard form, ratio and bearings.  



IT 
Miss Hodson 

 

Year 8 have been learning about Social Engineering
and Online Scams. Pupils have been investigating

the motivations of scammers and the characteristics
of both analogue and digital scams.

 

Year 9 have been working hard investigating
embedded systems in different areas such as

banking, entertainment, the fitness industry, retail
and domestic or home use.

 

Want to talk about it? Making space for conversations about life
online. At Auckland, College pupils participated in a range of

activities to consider their online presence.
Pupils participated in activities based around the theme "Online
Gaming". Pupils researched both the positives and negatives of
online collaboration and what they could do if they need help.
Whom would they go to for support? What actions could they

take to protect themselves while gaming online? 
 
 

Safer Internet Day 2023 at
Auckland College



Year 7 has made a great start to the new year, this half term. They have developed 
ideas through researching the artwork of the Spanish architect Antoni Gaudi. 
They have worked hard to develop their blending skills and tonal ranges when 

exploring his work. 
 

This half term, Year 8 has been learning to develop their ideas through the theme, 
Sweets and Treats. All have experimented with alternative drawing techniques, 

blending tonal ranges and exploring how to apply 3D tonal skills. Next term we will be 
taking these drawings into 3D form.  

 
Year 9 has really made a great start in art this half term. During this term, they have 
developed their skills through the theme ‘Icons’, focusing on portraiture drawing and 
accuracy. They have worked hard to develop their blending skills, tonal ranges and 

grid drawing techniques. 
 

During this half term, Year 10 has been developing their ideas through their theme 
‘Sea-life’ and Year 11 has started their research into their externally set task. Both have 
started researching the work of varied artists of their choice and creating their work in 
many different materials such as paint, pen and different drawing techniques. All of 

year 10 and 11 have personalised their own project and all seem very enthused by this.  
 

Art 
Miss Bradshaw 

 



Boxercise is a high intensity interval training class which 
focuses on fitness through boxing. We have learnt the basic 

boxing positions and progressed to working in partners, using 
our jabs, back hands, upper cuts and hooks with pads and 

gloves.  
 

Our instructor, Rhys, has been very impressed with everyone, 
although Sara and Dexter, both Year 8, have worked 

particularly hard each week and built their technique and 
strength at the same time.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Enhanced Curriculum 
 

We have had a great time and been experimenting to
make things with the base of sodium bicarbonate. We
have made: sherbet (to eat), bath bombs, custard,
bouncy balls and slime.  

Crazy Science 
 



Congratulations to those pupils gaining recognition 

for their attainment and achievement this term

Spring Term 1 Dojo Winners
Year 7 -Hashem  

Year 8 -Judy 
Year 9 -Mitchell 
Year 10 -Eva M  
Year 11 -John  


